99 ford ranger wheel bearing
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Vehicle. Replacement Wheel Hub Assembly - Front. Click to Enlarge. Replacement Wheel Hub
Assembly. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Features: No modifications, all the parts
needed in one kit Direct fit - easy install, pre-greased, no maintenance required Improved ride
comfort and longer life. Features: Built with high-quality materials for extended durability
Stringent quality control ensures part meets product standards. Centric Wheel Hub Assembly Front. Centric Mevotech Wheel Hub Assembly - Front. Features: ABS sensor ensures precise
signal quality. Engineered to address failure caused by heat, high loads and loss of lubricating
grease. Features: Engineered to address failure caused by heat, high loads and loss of
lubricating grease. Pronto Wheel Hub Assembly - Front. Timken Wheel Hub Assembly - Front.
Features: Provides tight fit to the wheels Transmits power without slipping Made of high-quality
material Increases product reliability and enhances performance Easy maintenance. Timken
Wheel Hub Assembly. Motorcraft Wheel Hub Assembly - Front. Features: Lubed-for-life sealed
assemblies help prevent water, mud, slush, and silt from getting inside. Inner and outer
raceways designed for long service life. Sensor ring and sensor wires included to help ensure
accurate ABS controller signals. Micro-ground hub-to-rotor surface helps minimize lateral
runout and pedal vibration. Tapered roller bearings are used in high load applications. Premium
seals help provide excellent sealing performance. Show More Show Less. Moog Wheel Hub
Assembly - Front. Wheel studs prevent rust and corrosion. Engineered to overcome problems
and deliver smooth, reliable performance. MOOG hub assemblies are performance proven,
quality tested and are available for a broad range of foreign and domestic vehicles. Product List
Price:. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Features: Integrated sensors and
electronics for reliable function Factory sealed assembly eliminates contamination No need for
pre-load adjustment at assembly Compact and lightweight Minimizes axial space requirements
No need for lubrication replenishment Increased bearing life. Features: Manufactured to meet or
exceed OEM specifications. Driveworks Wheel Hub Assembly - Front. Features: Wheel studs
prevent rust and corrosion. Application specific design MOOG hub assemblies are performance
proven, quality tested and are available for a broad range of foreign and domestic vehicles.
Product Remark: 4-Wheel Drive. Quality-Built WH Good product came on time ,nothing broke.
Would buy from this company again. June 3rd, Posted by Lee. PartsMaster Fit perfectly. Price
was very competitive. Ease of tracking my shipment was important to me. July 19th, Posted by
Warren G. Great produce. Easy fit and running fine. Service was quick and on time. April 12th,
Posted by Earl. Catalog: E. Catalog: Q. Vehicle Sub Model Ford Ranger. Catalog: S. Catalog: H.
Catalog: B. Catalog: C. Vehicle Engine Ford Ranger. Catalog: A. Catalog: N. The wheel bearings
on the Ford Ranger endure a lot of stress, weight and heat due to friction. Whenever the vehicle
moves, the roller wheel bearings must rotate within the hub, riding smoothly over their races.
This allows the wheels to spin effortlessly for however long the lubrication lasts inside the
bearing assembly. With age and wear, the bearings eventually fail to rotate the wheel effectively,
which leads to tire wear and suspension problems. Bearing packs can temporarily solve wheel
bearing issues, but there comes a time when the races and bearings must be replaced as a unit.
Set the transmission selector in park or neutral, depending upon your vehicle. Apply the
emergency brake. Use a tire iron to break the lug nuts loose on both front wheels, but do not

remove the lug nuts. Lift the front of the vehicle with a floor jack and place a jack stand under
each part of the frame near each wheel. Finish removing the wheels with the tire iron and set the
wheels aside. Use a socket and wrench to remove the two long caliper bolts. Disconnect the
ABS wire on the top of the caliper, if equipped with one. Slip the caliper off the rotor and tie it to
the frame with a bungee cord to support its weight. Use a socket to remove the two bolts that
hold the caliper frame. Take the caliper frame off. Use channel locks to remove the dust cover
cap on the hub. Use wire cutters to cut the end of the cotter pin holding the castellated nut on
the spindle. Unscrew the castellated nut with the channel locks and pull the spacer and outer
bearing out of its seat. Pull the hub and rotor off the spindle. Place the rotor face up over two
wood blocks spaced evenly apart. Place a drift punch down through the center of the hub onto
the edge of the inner grease seal and tap it out with a hammer. Remove the inner bearing
underneath with your hand. Place the drift punch in the same position, but on the edge of the
inner bearing race inside the hub. Tap the inner race out with the hammer. Flip the rotor over
onto the blocks and place the drift punch on the lip of the small outer bearing. Tap in out with
the hammer. Clean the inside of the hub with carburetor cleaner and a rag, removing all sludge.
Set the rotor on the wood blocks, with the inner bearing surface facing upwards. Place the new
inner bearing race in the hub and gently tap in down into its seat with the punch, striking it in a
circular fashion until it seats flush. Flip the rotor over and seat the new outer race into the hub
the same way, tapping it gently down into its seat with the hammer and punch. Flip the rotor
again, so the inner bearing surface faces up. Take a palmful of bearing grease in one hand, and
grasp a new inner bearing in the other hand, and shove the grease into the seams of the
bearing, filling all the rollers. Grease the outer bearing in the same manner and set it aside. Dab
grease on the inner race. Place the inner bearing inside the race. Set a new grease seal over the
hub lip and tap in down with a hammer so it sits flush. Align the rotor over the spindle and push
it back until it seats against the axle assembly. Tilt the rotor from side to side while you push
the outer bearing back into its seat inside the hub. Place the washer over it. Screw on the
castellated nut by hand. Tighten the castellated nut with the channel locks, but align the cotter
pin hole with the nut and spindle. The castellated nut should be snug only -- not overly
tightened. Push a new cotter pin through the castellated nut and flare the ends with wire cutters.
Tap the dust cover on the hub with the hammer. Place the caliper frame over the rotor and
install the bolts. Tighten the bolts with a socket. Unhook the bungee cord and slip the caliper
over the rotor and align it with the caliper frame. Install the two long caliper bolts and tighten
them with a socket. Reconnect the ABS wire, if you have removed one. Repeat the same
procedure on the opposite wheel. After finishing the bearing replacement, place the wheels
back on the hubs and screw them on with a tire iron, only snug-tight. Use the floor jack to
remove the jack stands. Refer to your owner's manual for the correct foot-pounds of torque
required for your vehicle. Use a torque wrench to tighten the wheels. Chris Stevenson has been
writing since His automotive vocation has spanned more than 35 years and he authored the
auto repair manual "Auto Repair Shams and Scams" in Stevenson holds a P. Step 1 Set the
transmission selector in park or neutral, depending upon your vehicle. Step 2 Use a socket and
wrench to remove the two long caliper bolts. Step 3 Use wire cutters to cut the end of the cotter
pin holding the castellated nut on the spindle. Step 4 Place the drift punch in the same position,
but on the edge of the inner bearing race inside the hub. Step 5 Place the new inner bearing
race in the hub and gently tap in down into its seat with the punch, striking it in a circular
fashion until it seats flush. Step 6 Take a palmful of bearing grease in one hand, and grasp a
new inner bearing in the other hand, and shove the grease into the seams of the bearing, filling
all the rollers. Step 7 Align the rotor over the spindle and push it back until it seats against the
axle assembly. Step 8 Push a new cotter pin through the castellated nut and flare the ends with
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